Materials Needed
for McKenna Ryan’s 10-Block Quilt
**Road Trip Finishing Instructions**

**Including Border Appliqué**

50” x 61½

**Materials Needed**
The fabrics listed are for finishing the ten-block *Road Trip* quilt shown on the back of this pattern cover, including border appliqués, featuring McKenna Ryan’s Enchanted Pines collection for Robert Kaufman Fabrics.

**Appliquéd Borders**
- AYC-15472-150 Salmon ¼ yard for Fish A1 through A12 and A14, B1 through B12, B14, C1 through C12, C14, D1 through D12 and D14, E1 through E10 and E12 through E15
- AYC-15465-69 Midnight ½ yard or 3” x 3” darkest section for Fish Eyes A13, B13, C13, D13 and E11

**Borders, Binding & Backing**
- AYC-15471-222 Redwood ¼ yard or 7” x width of fabric for Sashing Cornerstones and Bear Paw Corner Blocks
- AYC-15465-183 Pewter ⅛ yard for Sashing, Inner Border, and Bear Paw Corner Blocks
- AYC-15474-274 Pine 1¼ yards for Outer Border and Binding
- AYC-15474-69 Midnight 3¼ yards for Backing

---

**Materials Needed**

**We Be Jammin’**

50” x 21”

Fabrics listed are for the single block *We Be Jammin’* quilt featuring McKenna Ryan’s Enchanted Pines collection for Robert Kaufman Fabrics.

**Appliquéd Quilt Block**
- AYC-15465-183 Pewter ⅛ yard for background
- AYC-15466-73 Lake ¼ yard for Trees 2 and 10
- AYC-15466-208 Dawn ¼ yard for Trees 4, 6, 8 and Jammer Logo A10
- AYC-15471-16 Brown ⅛ yard or 4½” x 14” piece for Tree Trunks 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9
- AYC-15471-222 Redwood ¼ yard for Jammer A2, A4 through A8, A11, A13, A22, A30 and A41
- AYC-15465-336 Fog ⅛ yard for Jammer A1, A15, A17 through A21, A24 through A29, A32 through A39, A42 and A43, Goat B1 through B6, Bear Binoculars E6, E7 and E8, Bear Camera H12, H13 and H14
- AYC-15466-217 Glacier ⅛ yard or 4½” x 21” for Jammer A3, A9, A12, A16, A23, A31, and A40
- AYC-15465-160 Taupe ¼ yard or 6” x 21” for Marmot C1 through C8, and Moose F1 through F6 and F8
- AYC-15469-157 Raffia ⅛ yard or 4½” x 10” for best color for Sheep Horns D2, D3, D10 and D11
- AYC-15465-172 Cocoa ⅛ yard for Bear H1 through H7, H9, H10, H15 and H16, Doe and Fawn G1 through G4, G8 through G10, Sheep D1, D4 through D6 and D9
- AYC-15465-157 Raffia ⅛ yard or 4½” x 21” piece for best color for Bear E2 through E4 and Reindeer I1 through I3 and I6
- AYC-15465-69 Midnight ½ yard for Sheep D7 and D8, Bear E1, E5, and E9, Moose F7, Doe and Fawn G5 through G7, G11 and G12, Bear H8 and H11, and Reindeer I4 and I5

**Borders, Binding & Backing**
- AYC-15465-183 Pewter ⅛ yard for Bear Paw Corner Blocks
- AYC-15471-222 Redwood ⅛ yard for Bear Paw Corner Blocks
- AYC-15474-274 Pine ¼ yard for Outer Borders & Binding
- AYC-15474-69 Midnight ¼ yard for Backing
Chair-ished Memories
20” x 20”

Materials Needed
Fabrics listed are for the single block Chair-ished Memories quilt featuring McKenna Ryan's Enchanted Pines collection for Robert Kaufman Fabrics.

Appliquéd Quilt Block
AYC-15466-217 Glacier ⅛ yard for background, Snow and Trees 1 through 6
AYC-15465-157 Raffia ⅛ yard or 4½” x 21” piece for best color for Bear B1 through B4, B7, B10, B11, B14 and B15, and Bear C8
AYC-15471-222 Redwood ⅛ yard or 4” x 4” piece for Scarf B13, B18 and B19 and Ski Straps B16 and B17
AYC-15472-150 Salmon ⅛ yard or 2” x 8” piece for Skis B5 and B6
AYC-15465-69 Midnight ⅛ yard or 4” x 21” piece for best color for Bear eyes B8 and B9, Bear noses B12 and C9, Bear body C6, C10 and C11 and Snowboard C1
AYC-15466-208 Dawn ⅛ yard or 2” x 2” piece of green area for Hat C4
AYC-15465-64 Azure ⅛ yard or 1½” x 21” piece for best color for Snowboard C2 and Snowboard Straps C3 and C12
AYC-15465-106 Blossom ⅛ yard or 2” x 21” piece for best color for Hat C5 and C7
AYC-15471-14 Natural ⅛ yard or 2” x 6” for Chair Lift bench A4
AYC-15465-277 Winter ⅛ yard or 4½” x 21” for best color for Chair Lift A1 through A3 and A5

Borders, Binding & Backing
AYC-15465-183 Pewter ⅛ yard for Inner Border and Bear Paw Corner Blocks
AYC-15471-222 Redwood ⅛ yard for Bear Paw Corner Blocks
AYC-15474-274 Pine ⅛ yard for Outer Borders and Binding
AYC-15474-69 Midnight ¼ yard or 26” x 26” piece for Backing
Totally Tubular
20” x 20”

Materials Needed
Fabrics listed are for the single block Totally Tubular quilt featuring McKenna Ryan’s Enchanted Pines collection for Robert Kaufman Fabrics.

Appliquéd Quilt Block
AYC-15466-217 Glacier ⅛ yard for background, Snow and Trees 1 through 6
AYC-15465-312 Starry Night ⅛ yard or 2” x 21” piece for best color for Goggles A8 and A9, Snowboard A1 and A2, and Snowboard Straps A4 and A5
AYC-15470-208 Dawn ⅛ yard or 2” x 7” piece for Skis B1 and B2, and Ski Straps B15 and B16
AYC-15470-59 Ocean ⅛ yard or 2” x 5” piece for Ski Poles B3, B4, B9 and B10
AYC-15465-69 Midnight ⅛ yard for Bears A3, A7, B6, B7, B8 and B11
AYC-15465-172 Cocoa ⅛ yard or 2” x 2” piece of medium brown for Bear Muzzles A6 and B5
AYC-15474-69 Midnight ⅛ yard or 3” x 7” piece for Hat B12 through B14

Borders, Binding & Backing
AYC-15465-183 Pewter ⅛ yard for Inner Border and Bear Paw Corner Blocks
AYC-15471-222 Redwood ⅛ yard for Bear Paw Corner Blocks
AYC-15474-274 Pine ⅛ yard for Outer Borders and Binding
AYC-15474-69 Midnight ¾ yard or 26” x 26” piece for Backing
Bunny Hill Bomber
20” x 20”

Materials Needed
Fabrics listed are for the single block Bunny Hill Bomber quilt featuring McKenna Ryan’s Enchanted Pines collection for Robert Kaufman Fabrics.

Appliquéd Quilt Block
AYC-15466-217 Glacier ⅛ yard for background, Snow 2, 3 and 4, Trees 1, 5A, 5B, 5C and 6, Hat Band A14 and Hat Puff A15
AYC-15465-69 Midnight ⅛ yard or 4” x width of fabric piece for Bear Body A3, A4, A9, A10 and A18
AYC-15465-172 Cocoa ⅛ yard or 2” x 2” piece from medium dark for Bear Muzzle A8
AYC-15471-222 Redwood ⅛ yard or 4” x 6” piece for Bear Hat A13 and Scarf A16 and A17
AYC – 15470-208 Dawn ⅛ yard or 2” x 6” piece for Ski Poles A5, A6, A7, A11 and A12
AYC-15470-59 Ocean ⅛ yard or 2” x 8” piece for Skis A1 and A2 and Ski Straps A19 and A20

Borders, Binding & Backing
AYC-15465-183 Pewter ⅛ yard for Inner Border and Bear Paw Corner Blocks
AYC-15471-222 Redwood ⅛ yard for Bear Paw Corner Blocks
AYC-15474-274 Pine ⅛ yard for Outer Borders and Binding
AYC-15474-69 Midnight ¼ yard or 26” x 26” piece for Backing
**Materials Needed**

Fabrics listed are for the single block *Just Moosin’ Around* quilt featuring McKenna Ryan's Enchanted Pines collection for Robert Kaufman Fabrics.

**Appliquéd Quilt Block**
- AYC-15466-73 Lake ½ yard or 13” x 21” for background Sky & Trees, and Goggles B7
- AYC-15470-59 Ocean ¼ yard or 13” x 6” piece for background Water
- AYC-15465-160 Taupe ¼ yard or 7” x 21” piece for best color for Moose A1 through A8, A10 and A11
- AYC-15474-69 Midnight ½ yard or 3” x 9” piece for Standup Board 2
- AYC-15465-106 Blossom ½ yard or 1 1/2” x 21” piece for best color for Standup Board Stripe 3 and Goggles B6
- AYC-15465-69 Midnight ½ yard or 3” x 21” piece for best color for Standup Board Bottom 1
- AYC-15465-16 Brown ½ yard or 3” x 21” for best color for Bear B1 through B5, and Moose Eye A9

**Borders, Binding & Backing**
- AYC-15465-183 Pewter ½ yard for Inner Border and Bear Paw Corner Blocks
- AYC-15471-222 Redwood ½ yard for Bear Paw Corner Blocks
- AYC-15474-274 Pine ½ yard for Outer Borders and Binding
- AYC-15474-69 Midnight ¼ yard or 26” x 26” piece for Backing
Mama Rows Best
20" x 20"

Materials Needed
Fabrics listed are for the single block Mama Rows Best quilt featuring McKenna Ryan’s Enchanted Pines collection for Robert Kaufman Fabrics.

Appliquéd Quilt Block
AYC-15466-73 Lake 3/8 yard or 13” x 21” for background Sky
AYC-15470-59 Ocean 3/8 yard or 13” x 8” piece for background Water and Waves 11 and 12
AYC-15471-222 Redwood 1/8 yard or 4” x 14” piece for Canoe 8
AYC-15471-157 Raffia 1/8 yard or 3” x 10” piece for Canoe Interior 1, 3 and 5 and Oar 10
AYC-15471-16 Brown 1/8 yard or 3 1/2” x 14” piece for Canoe Trim 2, 4, 6 and 9, and Canoe Brace 7
AYC-15465-16 Brown 1/4 yard or 8” x 21” piece for best color for Bears A1 through A17, B1 through B8, and C1 through C7

Borders, Binding & Backing
AYC-15465-183 Pewter ½ yard for Inner Border and Bear Paw Corner Blocks
AYC-15471-222 Redwood ½ yard for Bear Paw Corner Blocks
AYC-15474-274 Pine ½ yard for Outer Borders and Binding
AYC-15474-69 Midnight ¾ yard or 26” x 26” piece for Backing
Bearly Tire-d
20” x 20”

Materials Needed
Fabrics listed are for the single block Bearly Tire-d quilt featuring McKenna Ryan’s Enchanted Pines collection for Robert Kaufman Fabrics.

Appliquéd Quilt Block
AYC-15466-73 Lake % yard or 13” x 21” piece for background Sky
AYC-15470-59 Ocean % yard or 13” x 6” piece for background Water
AYC-15465-224 Evergreen % yard for Hillside 1 and Bushes 2 and 3
AYC-15467-73 Lake % yard or 3½” x 10” piece for Bush 4
AYC-15471-16 Brown % yard or 4” x 21” piece for Tree 6 and 7
AYC-15474-274 Pine % yard or 6” x 10” piece for Leaves 5 and 8
AYC-15465-157 Raffia % yard or 4” x 21” piece for best color for Cub A1 through A4 and A7 through A9
AYC-15465-336 Fog % yard or 4½” x 21” piece for best color for Cub Nose A10 and Tire A5 and A6

Borders, Binding & Backing
AYC-15465-183 Pewter % yard for Inner Border and Bear Paw Corner Blocks
AYC-15471-222 Redwood % yard for Bear Paw Corner Blocks
AYC-15474-274 Pine % yard for Outer Borders and Binding
AYC-15474-69 Midnight % yard or 26” x 26” piece for Backing
**Materials Needed**

Fabrics listed are for the single block *Flyin' Fox* quilt featuring McKenna Ryan's Enchanted Pines collection for Robert Kaufman Fabrics.

**Appliquéd Quilt Block**

- AYC-15466-208 Dawn ½ yard or 13” x 21” piece for background and Fox C3, C5 and C8
- AYC-15471-16 Brown ½ yard or 4” x 13” piece for Trees 1 and 2
- AYC-15474-274 Pine ½ yard or 4” x 7” piece for Leaf 3
- AYC-15471-222 Redwood ½ yard or 4 ½” x 7” piece for Fox C1, C2, C4, C6 and C7, Deer Helmet A9 and Bear Helmet B4
- AYC-15465-172 Cocoa ½ yard or 4” x 21” piece for best color for Deer A1 through A6, and A8, Bear B2, B3 and B5, and Fox Helmet C9
- AYC-15465-69 Midnight ½ yard or 4” x 5” from darkest shade for Deer A7, A10 and A11, Bear B1, B6, B7 and B8, and Fox C10

**Borders, Binding & Backing**

- AYC-15465-183 Pewter ⅛ yard for Inner Border and Bear Paw Corner Blocks
- AYC-15471-222 Redwood ⅛ yard for Bear Paw Corner Blocks
- AYC-15474-274 Pine ⅛ yard for Outer Borders and Binding
- AYC-15474-69 Midnight ¾ yard or 26” x 26” piece for Backing
Hangin’ by a Thread
20” x 20”

Materials Needed

Fabrics listed are for the single block Hangin’ by a Thread quilt featuring McKenna Ryan’s Enchanted Pines collection for Robert Kaufman Fabrics.

Appliquéd Quilt Block
AYC-15466-208 Dawn ¼ yard or 13” x 21” piece for background
AYC-15471-222 Redwood ½ yard or 3” x 3” piece for Helmets A6 and B25
AYC-15465-16 Brown ¼ yard for Bear A1 through A5, A7 through A12, and Bear B1 through B24 and B26 through B37

Borders, Binding & Backing
AYC-15465-183 Pewter ¼ yard for Inner Border and Bear Paw Corner Blocks
AYC-15471-222 Redwood ½ yard for Bear Paw Corner Blocks
AYC-15474-274 Pine ½ yard for Outer Borders and Binding
AYC-15474-69 Midnight ¾ yard or 26” x 26” piece for Backing
Safety First
20” x 20”

Materials Needed
Fabrics listed are for the single block Safety First quilt featuring McKenna Ryan’s Enchanted Pines collection for Robert Kaufman Fabrics.

Appliquéd Quilt Block
AYC-15466-208 Dawn ⅛ yard or 13” x 21” piece for Background
AYC-15471-16 Brown ⅛ yard or 4” x 14” piece for Tree 1 and 3
AYC-15474-274 Pine ⅛ yard or 4½” x 7” piece for Leaf 2
AYC-15471-222 Redwood ⅛ yard or 2” x 3” piece for Helmets A21, A24 and B15
AYC-15465-16 Brown ⅛ yard or 3” x 21” piece for Raccoon A2, A3, A4, A18 and A20; Raccoon B2, B3, B4, B16 and B17 and Helmet Straps A22 and A23
AYC-15465-160 Taupe ⅛ yard or 4½” x 21” piece for Raccoon A1, A5 through A17 and A19; Raccoon B1, B5 through B14, B18 and B19

Borders, Binding & Backing
AYC-15465-183 Pewter ⅛ yard for Inner Border and Bear Paw Cornerstones
AYC-15471-222 Redwood ⅛ yard for Bear Paw Corner Blocks
AYC-15474-274 Pine ½ yard for Outer Borders and Binding
AYC-15474-69 Midnight ¾ yard or 26” x 26” piece for Backing